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Abstract: Almost periodic solutions of a first order almost periodic differential
equation in Rp are shown to have less than p basic frequencies additional
to the basic frequencies of the almost periodic right hand of the equation.

1. Introduction

This paper is concerned with the frequency basis of an almost periodic
solution of the differential equation

(1) x' = tfr(x,0

where x' = (dx/dt), xeRp and iKx, 0 is almost periodic in t, uniformly for x
in any bounded subset of Rp. When \ff{x, t) satisfies sufficient conditions for the
solutions of (1) to be uniquely determined by their initial conditions we show
that the codimension of the frequency basis of \j/{x, t) with respect to the frequency
basis of any almost periodic solution of (1) is less than p. This includes two
special cases of particular interest. When equation (1) is autonomous the frequency
basis of an almost periodic solution contains no more than (p — 1) elements, and
when ij/(x, t) is periodic, and hence has only one element in its frequency basis,
the frequency basis of any almost periodic solution contains no more ihan p
elements.

This problem, with equation (1) Lipschitzian, has been considered recently
by Cartwright, [2] and [3]. The autonomous and periodic cases are dealt with in
the former paper while the latter is devoted to the general almost periodic case.
Cartwright uses the techniques of topological dynamics (see [6]) and examines
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[2] Almost periodic differential equations 333

the properties of certain almost periodic flows. In [3], the technical difficulties
encountered in using flows for non-autonomous equations as developed by
Sell, [10] and [11], and others, are overcome by finding a particular flow associated
with an almost periodic solution of (1) which allows the general case to be reduced
to an application of the results of [2]. Further, Lerman and Shilnikov have
recently announced some related results in [9]. They consider quasi-periodic
solutions of (1) and construct an r-parameter family of solutions which form an
integral manifold homeomorphic to the tube Tr x R, where Tr is the r-dimen-
sional torus.

Here, by extending a technique due to W. A. Coppel we are able to give a
short, direct proof of Cartwright's results. Our method incidentally generalises
the construction of Lerman and Shilnikov to the almost periodic case. It has the
additional advantages of not using topological dynamics or the concept of trans-
lation numbers of an almost periodic function. Furthermore the means by which
we avoid considering all equations in the closed hull of (1) can be applied to other
problems associated with almost periodic solutions of equation (1).

In Section 2 we give precise definitions and a statement of the general theorem.
Section 3 is devoted to the statement and proof of the theorem for the auto-
nomous case. While the general result is not proved by reducing it to the auto-
nomous case, as in [3], the simpler autonomous case provides a concise introduc-
tion to our method and shortens the proof of the general theorem in Section 4.
We make some concluding remarks in Section 5.

2. Definitions and Theorem 1

Since translation numbers play no part in this paper we adopt Bochner's
criterion as our definition of an almost periodic function. A continuous (vector
valued) function 0(0 is said to be almost periodic if every sequence {hv} of real
numbers contains a subsequence {/cv} such that 0(f + kv) converges uniformly on
the whole real axis R.

The set of all almost periodic functions is a Banach space with respect to the
uniform norm

! 0 | = , sup
— 00 < t < 00

The closed hull of an almost periodic function 0(0 is the set of all almost periodic
functions y(t) such that 0(f + fcv) -> y(t), with respect to the above norm, for some
real sequence {fcv}, that is, uniformly on R.

To an almost periodic function 0(0 in R" there corresponds a unique
Fourier expansion

(2)
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334 G. C. O'Brien [3]

where the Fourier coefficients cv are non-zero vectors in Rp, the numbers Av are
real and distinct and the number of terms is finite or countably infinite.

The numbers Av are called the frequencies. A set of real numbers PltP2, •••, is
called a basis for the set of frequencies {Av} or a frequency basis for the almost
periodic function <j>(t) if they form a basis for the vector space generated by the
frequencies Av over the field of rational numbers. Thus each Av can be uniquely
expressed in the form

Pv

(3) Av = E rvp/?M, rVM rat ional , rv p # 0.
M = i

Each member of the closed hull of an almost periodic function $(0 has the same
frequencies as <p(t). An almost periodic function does not have a unique frequency
basis, but for definiteness we select a standard basis as follows.

Let t/f(t) be an almost periodic function with Fourier expansion

(4) «K0~ L c*ea*'
v = l

where the frequencies X* are real and distinct and the coefficients c* are non-zero
vectors in Rp. Put vx = 1 and /?* = Av*. Let v2 be the least integer v > 1 such that
A* is not a rational multiple of P* and put p\ = »̂* • I n general, having defined
0* = Kx»-"»/C = ^*„, let vn+1 be the least integer v > vB such that A* is rationally
independent of p*, ••-,/?* and put /?*+1 = A*n + 1 . In this way we define a finite or
infinite sequence {P*} of rationally independent frequencies such that every
frequency A* can be uniquely expressed in the form

with rational coefficients s*M and s*9v # 0. That is, we obtain a basis for the set
of frequencies, each member of the basis being itself a frequency.

We extend the standard frequency basis for ^(f) to a frequency basis for #(f)
and define the standard additional basis of {Av} with respect to {X*} as follows.
Let vt be the least integer v such that Av is rationally independent of P*,P%, •••,
and put /?! = AVl. Let v2 be the least integer v > vt such that Av is rationally
independent of Pi,P*,PZ,-" and put p2 = AV2. In general, having defined
Pi — K,,'">Pn = Kn le t VB+I be the least integer v > vn such that Av is rationally
independent of Pi,P2,---,Pn,Pl,P$,-~ and put Pn+l = AVntl. In this way we
define a finite or infinite sequence {pk} of rationally independent frequencies,
which, together with the sequence {/?*}, form a basis for {Av}, {Aj}. Moreover
every frequency {Av} can be uniquely expressed in the form

*
p . -

(6) Av = S rvX + I r*fl
M = l H = l
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with rational coefficients rVM, r*M and rvPv # 0 for each Xy which is not rationally
dependent on the elements of the set {/?*}. It should be observed that the standard
additional basis {fik} alone is not, in general, a basis for {Av} without the elements
ofthe basis {ft*} for {Av*}.

All of the above applies without change to almost periodic functions de-
pending uniformly on parameters (see, for example, Corduneanu [5], Chapter II).
We consider the differential equation (1) and suppose that i//(x, t) has the Fourier
series

(7) «Kx,0~ 2 c*(x)euv''
v = l

where the coefficients c*(x) are not identically zero. We now state the main
theorem.

THEOREM 1. Let the differential equation

x' = \p(x, t),

where x' = dxjdt, xsRp and ip(x,t) is almost periodic in t, uniformly for x
in any bounded subset of Rp, satisfy conditions sufficient for its solutions to be
uniquely determined by their initial values for all (x,t)eRp x R. Let <f>{t) be
an almost periodic solution of this differential equation. Then the codimension
of the frequency basis of \j/{x, i) with respect to the frequency basis of <j>(t) is at
most p — 1.

We prove this result in Section 4 by showing that the standard additional
basis has less than p elements. Thus, without loss of generality we assume that
rvPv # 0 in (6) for at least one value of v.

3. The autonomous case

For the autonomous equation

x' = 4i{x)

where x' = dxjdt, xeRp, let ^(x) satisfy sufficient conditions for the solutions
of this equation to be uniquely determined by their initial conditions. Let <j>(t) be
an almost periodic solution with Fourier series

Then the set {/?*} is empty and the standard additional basis is just the standard
basis. Thus we need only show that this basis contains less than p elemenrs.

Since the equation is autonomous translates of <f>{t) are also solutions of the
equation. We use this property to show that all of the functions $(f,TI,T2, •••)
with Fourier series
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which are in the closed hull of $(0, are also solutions. In particular, by
considering the initial values of these solutions we then show that R" contains
a homeomorphic image of the "cube"

: = T * ^ ' = l , 2 , - , m ,

for any m g supv pv. Hence supv pv :g p. A further argument shows that equality
cannot hold.

THEOREM 2. Let <j)(t) be an almost periodic solution of the autonomous
differential equation

(8) x' = \l/(x),

where x' = dxjdt, xeR", with Fourier expansion

4>{t) ~ I Cvea"' .
V = 1

Let i//(x) satisfy sufficient conditions for the solutions of this equation to be
uniquely determined by their initial values. Then for any sequence of real
numbers {?„} there exists an almost periodic function <j>(t,xux2, •••) in the
closed hull of (j)(t) with Fourier expansion

v = l

where
/,, = r v l j ? t + r v 2 J ? 2 + ••• + rrpjpv, v = 1 ,2 , •••.

Moreover, <j)(t,xux2, •••) is also a solution of equation (8).

PROOF. For each positive integer N, we write PN = maxv = 1,2 Npv and fj
for the lowest common multiple of the denominators of the rational numbers
rVJ., v = 1,2, •••,iV. The numbers [(2nlPJ)fJ']~l, j = 1,2, ••-,PN are linearly
independent over the integers. Thus according to Kronecker's Theorem ([7],
Theorem 444, p. 370) to each integer N and any 5 > 0 there corresponds a
real number tN and a set of integers k} such that

\tN-Xj-^fjkj\<d, j = \,2,-,PN.

That is
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By selecting 5 small enough we obtain

| c l ( rw*, t 1 + ...+rV|,v/lpvTpv) _ gftv«.v ( g - L , V = 1,2, -,N.

Since these inequalities continue to hold when the sequence {tN} is replaced
by any subsequence we can suppose that <j>(t + tN) converges uniformly for all
real t as N -* oo. The limit x(0. sav> ' s iR the closed hull of <j)(t) and has the
Fourier series

where v *

av = lim cveav'N = cTe'<'"'"<+-+'»,**p.W.
JV-»oo

It remains now to prove that

X(t) = ^ .Tx.Tj , - )

is also a solution of (8). It is sufficient to show, that if the real sequence {tN} is
such that (jijv = <l>(tN) -* £ as N -* oo then <£(f + tN) converges uniformly to the
solution (o(t) of (8) with initial value ^ at t ~ 0.

In fact (/>(t + f̂ ) is the almost periodic solution of (8) which takes the value
£v for t = 0. Any subsequence of {tN} contains a further subsequence {t'N} such
that 4>(t + t'N) converges uniformly for all real t. Because of the continuous de-
pendence of solutions on initial values (Coppel [4], Theorem 3) the limit function
must be <u(0- Since the limit is independent of the choice of subsequence the
whole sequence <j)(t + tN) must converge uniformly to <a(f).

Thus if we denote by Jt the closure of the range of <j>{t) there is a function in
the closed hull of 0(t) which is a solution of (8) and has as initial value any point of
J(. The next result shows that for integers m ^ supv pv there is a local homeo-
morphism between the initial values of the solutions <p(t,rl,i2, ••-»^m»0,0, •••) and
the points (rut2, —,**,)•

LEMMA 1. For any m ^ supvpvthe set Jf contains a homeomorphic image
of the cube

V:0^rk^n/pk, (k = l,2,-,m).

PROOF. If

then the solutions (p{t,T/, T2', • • •) and 4>{t,x"u x"2, •••) of (8) coincide because they

have the same initial value. Therefore they have the same Fourier coefficients.

That is,
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(9) r^PM - TJ) + • • • + rvpyPPXt'Pv - T;V) = 0 (mod 2TT)

for all v. Since /?„ = XVn is rationally independent of the preceding P's we have

rVnn = 1, rVnk = 0 for k ^ n.

Therefore taking v = vn in the preceding congruence we obtain

< - < = ( ) (mod 27r/j3n).

Let m be a fixed positive integer not exceeding the number of elements in
the basis pn, that is m ^ supvpv. Suppose 0 g xk, xk ^ nJPk for k = 1, • ••,»! and
•^ = tj = 0 for k> m. Then if (9) holds we must have

Tife = Tt f° r fc = 1, •••,»!.
Thus the map

of the " c u b e "

into Rp is one-to-one. That this map is also continuous may be seen in the fol-
lowing way.

For any e > 0, there exists a trigonometric polynomial (e.g. the Bochner-
Fejer polynomial, see Besicovitch [1], pp. 46-51)

p{t) = S pvcve
tt*'

v = l

with rational coefficients pv depending only on e and the i ' s and satisfying

0 S Pv ^ 1. s u c n t h a t

| <j)(t) - p(i) | S £ for - oo < t < oo.

Moreover if we replace $(() by any function %(t) in its closed hull and the Fourier
coefficients cv of (j)(t) by the corresponding Fourier coefficients y(t) then this
inequality continues to hold. We can now choose 5 = 5(E) > 0, so that if

the first M Fourier coefficients of ^)(r, x\, i'2, •••, T ,̂, 0, 0, •••) and <j>(t, x"u x"t, •••,
C 0 A - ) satisfy

Then the corresponding trigonometric polynomials satisfy
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| P'(0 - fif) | ^ S, for - 00 < t < oo,
and hence

Since the cube ^ is compact, the inverse map T~l is also continuous. Therefore
the set Jt contains a homeomorphic image of <€.

We can now proceed to the statement and the proof of Theorem 1 for the
autonomous case.

THEOREM 3. Let <j>(t) be an almost periodic solution of the autonomous
differential equation

x' = <A(x)

where x' = dxjdt, xeR". Let \j/(x) satisfy sufficient conditions for all of the
solutions of this equatiion to be uniquely determined by their initial conditions.
Then the frequency basis of 4>(t) contains less than p elements.

PROOF. It follows from Lemma 1 that the dimensions t of the sets ^ and Jt
satisfy the inequality

m = dim'if ^ dimJt.

On the other hand dim Ji :§ p since J( ^ R". Therefore m ^ p. Thus {f}k} the
frequency basis of (p(t) contains at most p elements.

It remains to show that this basis contains strictly less than p elements.
Otherwise, if dim ̂  = p, <€ contains a non empty open subset of Rp. Therefore
J( contains a non empty open subset G of Rp. Let r\ be a point on the boundary
of the compact set Jt and let x(0 be the solution of (8) which takes the value i\
for t = 0. Since the range of %{t) is dense in Jl there is a n ^ e G and some t0eR
such that x('o) = £o- F ° r a n y { e G let #(*;£) denote the solution of (8) which
takes the value £ for t = 0. In particular <j>(t; £0) = x(t+<0).The map £ t-» </>(—10; ^)
is a homeomorphism of a neighbourhood of {0 onto a neighbourhood of
<K — *o> £o) = n. But this contradicts our choice of r\ as a boundary point of ./#.

This completes the proof of Theorem 3.

4. The proof of Theorem 1

As in the preceding section we consider a whole family of solutions which
belong to the closed hull of the given almost periodic solution. However, in this
case these solutions are generated from the additional frequency basis of the
solution. The following analogue of Theorem 2, while in principle unchanged,

t For the properties of dimension which we require see Hurewicz and Wallman [8], in partic-
ular Theorems 3.1, 4.1 and 4.3.
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becomes more complicated to prove, since only particular sequences of translates
of the given solution converge to solutions of the equation.

THEOREM 4. Let <j)(t) be an almost periodic solution of the almost periodic

differential equation

(10) * ' = «//(x,0

where x' — dx/dt, x e Rp, i^(x, t) is almost periodic in t, uniformly with respect

to x for x in any bounded subset of Rp and 4>(t) and \j/(x, t) have Fourier series

4>{t) ~ I cve
a*'

v = l

and

where

'*v =

{/?*} is the standard frequency basis ofip{x, t), and {fik} is the standard additional

basis of<f>(t). Let ip(x, t) satisfy sufficient conditions for the solutions of (10) to be

uniquely determined by their initial values. Then, for any real numbers { T J

there exists an almost periodic function 4>(t,T1)T2, •••) in the closed hull of

4>(t) with Fourlier expansion

Moreover (j)(t, T 1 , T 2 ) •••) is also a solution of (10).

PROOF. Write PN = max v = l j 2 j . . .> Npv, P * = max v = 1>2>...>iV{p*,gv}, /,• for the
lowest common multiple of the quotients of the rational numbers ryj, v = 1,2, •••, N
and gj for the lowest common multiple of the denominators of the rational
numbers r*j, s*jt v = 1,2, •••,JV. Set

n =
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%ft r = l,2,-,Pv

* = ^ in
-j£—gt-rN i = PN + h-,PN + Pt.

i-PN

The numbers q\x ,q^x, •••,qn~
1 are linearly independent over the integers. F rom

Kronecker ' s Theorem ( [7] , Theorem 444, p . 370) corresponding to any 8 > 0
there exist integers kl, ••-,kn and a real number E, such that

\£,-<xi-klqi\<d, i= 1,2, ••-,«.

Writing £ = tN and k[ = /ci+P]V we have

UN ~ Tf - —ftki < d, for i = 1,2, •••, P*,
Pi

and

| ' jv-^0i^ |<^ for i = 1,2,-,PS.
Pi

That is

l m o d — fA, for i = 1,2, •••,PN,

and

\tN\ < ^ / m o d ^ 0 , j , for i = l,2,--,P%.

By combining these inequalities, and by selecting 8 small enough

(11) |e '<rviPiti + -+ r v p v « p v T p v ) -a v l N _ j

and

N
for v = l , 2 , - - , i V

(12) \ea'°'» - l | < j j - for v = 1 ,2 , - ,N .

Since these inequalities continue to hold when the sequence {tN} is replaced
by any subsequence we can suppose that both \j/{x, t + tN) and <f>{t + tN) converge
uniformly for all real t as N -> oo. The function \j/(x, t + tN) converges to r//(x, t).
For, the Fourier series of ij/(x, t + tN) is

and the Fourier series of limjv-, „ i^(x, t + tN) is
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S c*(x)ea''
v = l

therefore, since the Fourier series of an almost periodic function uniquely deter-
mines the function

ip(x, t + tN)-> i/r(x, t), uniformly.

Similarly

4>{t + tN) -

uniformly, where /(() has the Fourier series

av = lim
JV->oo

Evidently we have

Let {tN} be any real sequence such that \j/(x, t + tN)-+ I/J(X, t) uniformly as
N -> oo. We will show that if £N = 4>(tN) -> £, as N -* oo then $(( + (^) converges
uniformly on R to ea(O where co(0 is the solution of (10) such that co(0) = £.

In fact (j)(t + tN) is the almost periodic solution of

*' = \\i{x,t + tN)

which takes the value £N for t = 0. It follows from a standard theorem (Coppel [4],
Theorem 3) that <f>(t + tN) converges uniformly on every compact interval of R.
But any subsequence {t'N} of {tN} contains a further subsequence {t'^} such that
4>{t + tN) converges uniformly for all real t and since the limit <u(0 is independent
of the choice of subsequences the whole sequence </>(t + tN) must converge to co(0
uniformly on R.

Hence the functions <j>{t,rux2, •••) are all almost periodic solutions of (10).
Observe that these functions in general form a smaller set than in the autonomous
case, since we only admit functions obtained from </>(t) by sequences {tN} for
which ^(x, t + tN) -* \j/(x, t) uniformly with respect to x, for x in any bounded
subset of R".

As in Section 3 we denote by Ji the closure of the range of 4>{t). Then the
initial values of the solutions <j>(t,T1;T2, •••) for all sequences (i:i,r2, •••) form a
subset of Ji. The statement and proof of Lemma 1 now hold for this situation.

We now proceed to the proof of Theorem 1. We obtain from Lemma 1 that

m =
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On the other hand dim M ^ p, since J( ^ Rp. Therefore

m ^ p.

It remains to show that m ^ p. The argument of Theorem 3 applies unchanged.
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.

5. Conclusion

In the article [2] Cartwright shows that in the autonomous case when
p = n — 1 the frequency basis is an integral basis. Thus

K = «vi/*i + "v2#2 + ••• + n v , P - i^ i , - i»

v = 1,2, •••, with nV(J integers,

and the almost periodic solution <j)(t) is quasiperiodic. In other words,

where <!>(«!, f2, •••)
fp-i) is periodic in tt with period 2njfib i — l,2,---,p — 1 .

Since the proof of the result for the almost periodic equation (8) is reduced to
the autonomous case this implies that in [3] when p = n — 1 the additional
frequency basis is integral and we have for the frequencies of the almost periodic
solution,

p-i p*v

M = l n = l

This result has an independent proof in [2] which can be applied directly here.

If i/^x, i) satisfies a Lipschitz condition with Lipschitz constant independent
of t then every *P(x, t) in the closed hull of i]/(x, t) satisfies a Lipschitz condition
and the solutions of each differential equation

x'= «P(x,0

are uniquely determined by their initial values. Cartwright's version of Theorem 1
assumes that \}/(x, t) is Lipschitzian, but not in an essential way.
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